Introduction: Terrestrial climate changes caused in part by orbitally-induced variability in insolation are recorded in ice cores [1]. Similarly, Martian polar layered deposits (Figure 1) have been hypothesized to reflect climate change resulting from Milankovitch cycles [2, 3, 4]. However, deposition rates of the PLDs are poorly constrained, and thus the time-depth relationship in the stratigraphy is unknown and possibly non-linear.

Previous work has explored the relationship between insolation (determined by orbital characteristics) and formation of the PLDs through models [5, 6]. Some previous observational studies have allowed for a nonlinear time-depth relationship and have adopted the strategy of tuning the PLD record to match an assumed orbital forcing [7]. As with comparisons of terrestrial climate proxies to established records, however, there is a danger of successfully tuning unrelated records to match.

We seek to explore a variety of models for PLD formation and to extend the tuning approach, with the important addition of a statistical test [8] to assess the level of confidence that a match obtained by tuning is not spurious [9]. In a previous report [10], we described a simple model for the formation of PLDs in response to orbitally induced insolation variability, and suggested a statistical method for evaluating the significance of the tuned match. Here, we report the results of applying this statistical procedure to different PLD formation scenarios, and discuss the conditions in which such a procedure could identify an orbital signal in spite of the uncertainties in the PLD chron stratigraphy.

Modeled PLD Formation Scenarios: The first study to consider in detail how different PLD formation mechanisms influence the resulting stratigraphy [5] used highly simplified models, but revealed how sensitive the modeled stratigraphy was to factors such as ice deposition rates and thresholds, and thus hinted at the difficulty of detecting an orbital signal. Since PLD formation is poorly understood, we consider various mechanisms for how insolation affects ice deposition rate. In one class of models, we assume ice deposition rate is negatively correlated with insolation; in a second, we assume it is negatively correlated with insolation but goes to zero above a certain insolation threshold (i.e., contains hiatuses); in a third class of models, we assume ice deposition rate is negatively correlated with insolation but is negative (i.e., ablates away) above a certain insolation threshold. Figure 2 shows an example of a resultant synthetic PLD for each model class We assume that the observed brightness variations in PLD sequences are primarily controlled by variations in dust concentration. We note that models that include hiatuses and ablation are missing information about the planet’s insolation history; we aim to discover how much information must be preserved to allow us to distinguish the quasi-periodic orbital signal from random records.

Evaluating the Statistical Significance of Tuning: Conventional time-series analysis is limited by the assumption of a linear time-depth relationship, but the alternative tuning approach introduces a risk of identifying matches in unrelated records. We address this issue by using a dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm and a Monte Carlo procedure. The DTW algorithm attempts to match an assumed forcing (an insolation time series) to a synthetic PLD record via tuning, as seen in Figure 3. The Monte Carlo exercise estimates the confidence level at which we can say that such a match was not spurious. We estimate this confidence level by attempting to match 200 randomly gen-

Figure 1: Image of a PLD sequence (right) inset into a trough on the northern Martian ice cap (left). Image has been corrected for topography to give the appearance of a vertical stratigraphic section.
erated records with the insolation record, and noting the percentage of matches with a covariance less than or equal to the covariance of the insolation time series with the synthetic PLD.

Figure 2: Model outputs showing, from top to bottom, instances of a model with neither hiatuses nor ablation, a model with hiatuses but not ablation, and a model with ablation. Figures on the left are plots showing brightness as a function of depth in arbitrary units; figures on the right show simulated images of the stratigraphy created by adding Gaussian noise to the model output.

Our results indicate that it is possible to identify matches between an orbital signal and a synthetic PLD record when the formation mechanism contains a linear relationship between ice deposition rate and insolation. However, for formation mechanisms with ablation or hiatuses, our confidence level is more variable, and depends on model parameters such as the insolation threshold at which hiatuses or ablation begin occurring during ice deposition. If Martian polar ice begins ablating at an insolation of 243 W/m² or less, detection of an orbital signal is infeasible. If polar ice begins ablating at an insolation of 269 W/m² or higher, detection of an orbital signal is probably realistic, but confidence levels should be interpreted as upper limits due to model simplifications. The confidence level correlates positively with the fraction of time preserved in the stratigraphy, and negatively with insolation threshold values. Improved constraints on ice and dust deposition rates on Mars would indicate whether detection of an orbital signal in the PLDs is feasible, but statistical analysis does not reveal the problem to be necessarily intractable at our current state of knowledge. Our results should help constrain Martian climate history by providing a guide for interpreting actual images of PLD stratigraphic sequences, as reconstructed from orbital images or other future data.

Figure 3: An output from our dynamic time warping algorithm. A PLD model output is compared with the past five million years of Martian insolation history. The DTW algorithm determines the best tuning of the PLD to the insolation history. The center graph is that of a cost matrix that the algorithm uses to make such a tuning, and the side graphs show normalized plots of the insolation (black) and synthetic PLD (red) against units of time and depth.
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